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The German Workshop on Robotics is a convention of roboticists from academia and industry working on mathematical and algorithmic foundations of robotics, on the design and analysis of robotic systems as well as on robotic applications. Selected contributions from researchers in German-speaking countries as well as from the international robotics community compose this volume. The papers are organized in ten scientific tracks: Kinematic and Dynamic Modeling, Motion Generation, Sensor Integration, Robot Vision, Robot Programming, Humanoid Robots, Grasping, Medical Robotics, Autonomous Helicopters, and Robot Applications.
Due to an extensive review and discussion process, this collection of scientific contributions is of very high caliber and promises to strongly influence future robotic research activities.
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Beginning ScalaApress, 2009
The open source Scala language is a Java–based dynamic scripting, functional programming language. Moreover, this highly scalable scripting language lends itself well to building Cloud–based/deliverable Software as a Service (SaaS) online applications.
Written by Lift Scala web framework founder and lead...
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Liquid Crystal Display Drivers: Techniques and CircuitsSpringer, 2009

	The origins of this book can be found in the scientific collaboration (officially


	started in March 2003) between Francesco Pulvirenti and me. Besides its obvious technical aim, this collaboration has produced eighteen theses for second-level laurea degree in electronic engineering and fifteen theses for first level laurea degree in...
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Computer Security in the 21st CenturySpringer, 2005
Computer Security in the 21st Century shares some of the emerging important research trends reflected in recent advances in computer security, including: security protocol design, secure peer-to-peer and ad hoc networks, multimedia security, and intrusion detection, defense and measurement.

Highlights include...
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Trust-Based Selling: Finding and Keeping Customers for LifeApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory or establishing new customers is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on products, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In...
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Hygrothermal Behaviour and Building Pathologies (Building Pathology and Rehabilitation, 14)Springer, 2020

	
		This book presents recent research in the area of construction pathology, hygrothermal behaviour of buildings, service life and diagnostic techniques, and highlights the latest developments in building physics, hygrothermal behaviour, durability and numerical models applied to building materials analysis. Discussing the state of the...
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Sales Management: Analysis and Decision MakingSouth-Western College, 2005


	Our objective in writing the sixth edition of Sales Management: Analysis and Decision

	Making was to continue to present comprehensive and rigorous coverage of contemporary

	sales management in a readable, interesting, and challenging manner. Findings

	from recent sales management research are blended with examples of current sales...
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